
May19, 2020 

Dear Delta Beach Association: 

The issue I would like to put on the agenda for our upcoming meeting is the need to 

develop regulations for Kite-surfing/boarding at Delta Beach. As a new extreme sport that 

is gaining fame on social media, we can expect increasing numbers of kite-surfers to seek 

out Delta Beach among other locations where wind and waves prevail.  

The urgency of kiteboarding safety arose in July 2019 as my daughter and her friends 

experienced several close encounters with kite-surfers while swimming in chest deep water. 

As a solo freestyle swimmer with my head in the water most of the time, I also experienced 

several close calls. I eventually bought a large yellow swimming buoy to mark my location 

but this did not seem to deter kite-surfers from sailing within 3 meters of me, usually 

without making any eye contact. However, the worst situation I observed was kite-surfers 

sailing right in the middle of crowded public beach swimmers, often swerving around 

groups of kids. According to kite-surfing training schools, this is the worst violation of the 

sport’s code of conduct and is extremely dangerous. (I should note that trained kite-surfers 

want their sport regulated as these behaviours give everyone a bad reputation and novice 

kite-surfers endanger their fellow surfers as well). 

 As noted on several websites (see below) kite-surfing presents many dangers to beach users 

due to the speed attained and the specialized razor sharp wiring gear which is why it is now 

defined as an “extreme” sport. In many areas where kite-surfing has a longer history,  proof 

of training through certification and permit registration are required on location (along with 

authorized streamers attached to kites) to ensure kite-surfers are capable of skilled operation 

and emergency manovering in all conditions. Internationally, kite-surfing rigs are 

increasingly being regulated in the same way as sailboats as they share many of the same 

risks. 



I do not think Delta Beach kite-surfers willfully endanger swimmers. Rather, as 

documented by many international organizations (see below) the novelty of the sport, the 

rush to try the sport DYI (without training), and the lack of awareness of the multitude of 

dangers, especially toward swimmers, is the most pressing problem. Several professionals 

in the sport have noted that kite-surfing has become a much easier sport to access for 

novices than windsurfing, as the basics of launching and sailing can be learned quickly on 

Youtube. However, for this very reason it is also becoming a much more dangerous sport as 

speed can be attained quickly and real control of the kite requires several levels of training, 

and precise maintainance of the equipment. Even with a Level 3 certification  (International 

Kite-surfers Association: IKA), kite-surfing is never considered safe within 100 meters of 

swimming areas due to the hazards, speeds and unpredictability of rogue waves and winds 

that can destabilize even the most skilled operator. 

In most jurisdictions that have addressed kite-surfing issues, kite-surfers are prohibited from 

all swimming areas and required follow the same regulations as sailboats. (see note below) 

In summary,  the top 5 reasons kite-surfing is regulated: 

1) Wind gusts and wave action are unpredictable and while kite-surfers can abort abruptly, 

the large kite and its lengthy razor shape lines can fall, cut and twist around a swimmer or 

nearby surfer and drag them in the water. Their board may also hit and injure or kill a 

swimmer that has moved into their path or become invisible in the waves.  

2) If a kite-surfer is having difficulty keeping their kite aloft, their attention is on managing 

the kite and distracts them from vigilance on what is ahead in the water. 

3) Kite-surfers can reach speeds of 40 knots (80k) an hour. No motorized water-craft or 

sailboat is allowed to exceed 5 knots while trolling out from swim and dock areas. 

4) Novice kite-surfers often underestimate how fatigued they will become on the water and 

can also be unfamiliar with local lake conditions, depths and hazards and visibilty.  



5) Local swimmers  (and of course children) are unaware of the dangers of kite-surfing and 

overestimate the control that a kite-surfer can exert. As a result they often do not move 

themselves out of danger.  

I would like to add a sixth and unique reason we need to address this issue:  

Delta is a remarkably shallow beach with one of the longest entrances to swimming depth 

in Canada. While this sandy breath has made Delta a historical mecca for swimmers in the 

summer months, especially children, it has also meant that water depth is hard to judge 

from the surface. Swimmers are a long way from shore. Wave action along with reflection 

on the large water surface makes the visibility of swimmers very difficult (especially at 

sunset). This has also been an issue with guest boaters and other watercraft users that 

overestimate the depth of the water and the potential location of swimmers. 

I would like to suggest that cottage owners, public beach representatives, and officials 

convene to discuss how to protect the safety of swimmers, and other water users in this very 

unique beach situation. Community consultation along with some input from professionals 

such as The Lifesaving Society of Manitoba, and The Red Cross might be helpful. 

Elsewhere, such as swimming regions in the great lake areas have deployed buoys to mark 

depth levels, boating lanes and swimming depths. Given the exceptionally shallow beach 

area at Delta, I think it would be worthwhile to explore deploying buoys to indicate depth 

levels wherein the 5 knot speed limit applies as well as “no-go zones” at the public beach. I 

would also like to suggest that as we develop regulations, we create clear signage to pro-

actively reduce confusion and ambiguity. Amibiguity is a recipie for potential conflict. 

Signs could include the DBA website address for further information and education. 

Community consultaion, communication and education are the gold standard when it comes 

to eliminating problems like these before they develop or escalate or result in accidents.  



I understand that currently the most compelling case for building a marina is to ensure 

access to the lake for emergency purposes.  Why not invest some of this money in risk 

analysis and prevention? A “prevented emergency” is surely preferrable to trying to deal 

with its consequences. I look forward to having a discussion on this and other ways to 

increase the safety of our historic beach at our DBA meeting. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Faurschou 

The following are a few statements that have appeared on 
professional kite-surfing sites… 

(International Kiteboarding Organization) announced it has released the Top Ten 
Safety Directives for kite-surfers.

**Never fly over non-participants
This seems obvious but on any crowded kite launch site, you will see people 
breaking this rule every day. The reason that you never want to do this is 
because you are endangering the persons below the kite. The kite can suddenly 
power up and could hit, cut, slice, drag, drop, or knock down any person within 
the kite’s wind window. This can happen to anyone—even the most experienced 
kiter does not have 100% control of their kite 100% of the time. The wind can 
suddenly gust, lull, or some other factor like a line breaking can cause a 
momentary loss of control, and then, the kite can injure someone. Even 
experienced kite launchers must be extremely careful when getting beneath a 
kite.
**.Keep a safety buffer
A safety buffer is what you create to keep some distance between you and 
something dangerous. A safety buffer is both distance and time. When you are 
moving faster you will need to make your safety buffers bigger. You should create 
a safety buffer whenever you see something that you do not want to hit. The 



safety buffer is the extra area/distance between the closest possible points of 
contact. Sometimes kite instructors will recommend a safety buffer of two or three 
kite line lengths away from an obstacle on full length lines that translates to 50m 
to 75m. But, in strong winds, the buffer should be increased. Sometimes, the 
buffer needs to be 5 line lengths and in extreme conditions up to 10 line lengths 
(10 line lengths = 250m).
wind safety buffer. And, I do not want to ride into their safety buffer either. Always 
try to consider the amount of reaction time and stopping distance you would need 
to avoid an accident.
In strong wind there is less reaction time. Because things happen faster and you 
are moving faster, the stopping distances will also need to be increased.
**Know the Right Of Way (ROW) Rules
The right of way rules are a way of reducing accidents on the water because all 
kiters need to know how to react when they get into some kiting traffic. The first 
ROW rule is simply, “Avoid accidents at all costs!” This eans don’t crash into 
anyone.
Unfortunately, beginner kiters generally do not know any rules and they are 
highly focused on watching their kite. So, they are not usually aware of their 
surroundings. The next rule should probably be, “Avoid beginners at all costs!”
The real message is know your limits and think about your vulnerability.  * 
IKO is headquartered in Cabarete, Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic with 
representations in thirty-eight countries including the U.S. IKO is the world’s 
leading kiteboarding organizations specializing in education programs, promoting 
safe practices and enhancing the highest quality of standards for the industry. 
IKO strives to reach the pure excellence in the teaching experience while finding 
the perfect balance of fun and safety for all our IKO members. To learn more, visit 
www.ikointl.com.
IKOKITEBOARDING SAFETY RULES

Post From Lisa Moss, Kiteboard Professional, MAKite International, 
Miami: http://mackiteboarding.com 

For those who think they don’t need certification: 

Kiteboarding is very dangerous if you don't know what you're doing. Let's 
say you went out and bought the gear on eBay and brought it to a busy 
beach. You manage to get the kite set up (which you learned from the 



$20 video you bought), and a buddy is helping you launch the kite. The 
kite goes up in the air, you pull slightly on one of the sides of the bar and 
the kite zooms down and around with great speed and power through 
what is known as the power zone. The kite launches you Superman 
style about 50 feet downwind into a crowd of people (or headfirst into 
rocks). The lines of the kite come within inches of the heads of all the 
people downwind of you on the beach (with enough force to kill).” 

 https://www.tantrumkitesurf.com/kitesurfing-bans-and-the-right-to-ride/ 

Kite Surfing Bans and the Right to Ride 

More and more we are hearing about kitesurfing being 
banned on beaches around the world. As the bans get 
more widespread more and more people are calling for 
regulation of kitesurfing so we have a framework within 
which to operate and can work with local authorities and 
beach users to create a situation on beaches that is safe 
and enjoyable for all. 

Why is regulation needed? Kitesurfing is an extreme sport for 
good reason. The kites themselves move at incredible speeds and 
the lines that control them become like razor wire at such speeds. 
A kitesurfer also takes up an incredible amount of space at least a 
50m wide area, anything inside of thifs area is in danger of being 
hit by the kite or lines should the rider lose control. The type of 
people that kitesurfing attracts are by their very nature adrenaline 
junkies (to a greater or lesser extent), people who want to push 
the limits and who have a deep love for the sport and a desire to 
push themselves and their abilities to the absolute max. This 



desire can often see riders pushing the envelope a little too far 
which can result in some spectacular wipe outs. All these things 
combined can lead to dangerous situations arising especially 
given the fact that most non-kiters do not realise the inherent 
dangers of kitesurfers and will happily position themselves within 
striking distance of the kite to get a better view of what the rider 
is doing. There have been many incidents recently of local 
authorities moving to ban kitesurfing on various  beaches around 
the world. This has generally happened after an incident  where a 
kitesurfer has placed either themselves or as happens all too 
often another beach using member of the public in danger. These 
incidents then become widely publicized. In a case such as this, 
kitesurfers will inevitably lose a battle in the courts. 

(Scroll to next page) 



Kitesurfers are classified as sailing vessels in many countries 
and must adhere to all applicable rules and regulations.  
Regulations can differ between countries, and between states 
within a country, so check local regulations when kitesurfing at 
a new location.

Avoid kitesurfing in No Go and Caution zones.

In Australia:
• Kiters must not exceed 5 knots within 200m of the 

shore, 50m of a jetty, 50m of a person, or 50m from 
another vessel (moored or underway) or any object 
(including buoys or pilings) in the water.

• A person must not launch, release, operate, fly or land a 
kite within 45 metres of a relevant installation that is 
above the ground (this applies to other any aircraft and 
model aircraft too).

• No boating and swimming only zones may not be used 
for kitesurfing.

• Only jump when you have a clear safety zone 50m 
downwind and 30m upwind.

http://kitesurfing-handbook.peterskiteboarding.com/safety






From the website:   awindofchange.com

Please scroll down to the next page:

Page at a glance 
Information on clearance rules and kiting zones that must 
be adhered to.  Level: basic
Clearance rules designate appropriate 
speeds within proximity to people, other 
water craft and objects.  These are often 
subject to local regulation and laws, so 
make sure you check which rules apply to 
your country, state or location.

Course 101 - Kite Safety

 



City of Vancouver Regulations 2017

• Boats and windsurfers must stay at least 300 m from swimming beaches.

• Windsurf launching is only permitted from Locarno Beach (east of yellow 
buoys) and Kitsilano Beach (north of yellow buoys), straight out to 300 m 
offshore.

Basic Safety Rules and Common Sense: 
◦
◦ Never fly your kite near or over people.   Some kites have the ability to reach 

speeds over 80 MPH. If your kite ever did strike someone at that speed, the 
results could be fatal.   Even slower moving power kites can send someone to 
the hospital room if they were hit by one.   Kites will also put extreme tension on 
the kite lines making them razor sharp, any line under tension can cause severe 
cuts, bruises and burns if it comes into contact with anyone at any speed.   
Spectators DO NOT understand this and may not know they are in danger, 
especially young children.   Politely instruct all spectators to stand behind when 
your kite is being flown.   Even spectators that are beyond the reach of your lines 
could be in danger if your line breaks and your kite flies out of control.   
Remember, the safety of others is always the responsibility of the flyer! 

◦
◦ Always use extreme caution when flying large kites.   It is advisable to wear 

gloves when handling large kites.   Never leave them unattended.   Winds can 
change direction and intensity very quickly. 

◦
◦ Always be aware of your surroundings and mindful of others.   Be especially 

aware of what is behind you like other people and children, kite bags, coolers, 
chairs, cliffs, drop-offs, holes, fences, etc...   You would be surprised how many 
kiting injuries occur by people falling over things while lunging backwards to 
keep their kite in the air or by people falling off of cliffs and other drop-offs. 

◦
◦ Sport & power kites need to be flown with particular care.   Make sure that your 

kite can not self launch when setting up your kite and follow all safety rules and 
instructions for the type of sport or power kite you are flying.   If a kite you plan 
to fly did not come with safety instructions, make sure you acquire the proper 
knowledge to safely control the kite.   Periodically inspect your kite for broken or 
split spars and verify that the bridle and flying lines are not frayed or worn.   
Also, do not leave your kite lines unattended while staked or lying on the ground.   
You do not want people to trip over your kite lines. 

◦
◦ Never over power yourself with a kite too large for the current wind conditions.   

Never fly a kite that you can not safely control.



• On a trial basis, kitesurfing is only permitted from Spanish Banks 
Extension at Spanish Banks Beach.

End


